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Introduction
When China’s leaders exhort their nation to become a “maritime power,” what exactly do
they have in mind? How are the various actors, state agencies, and firms in the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) organized to realize goals promoted under that broad maritime
power mandate? This paper addresses those questions by examining Beijing’s legal
methods to define, protect, and expand its so-called “maritime rights and interests”
(MRIs).2 A persistent trope in PRC law, policy, and diplomacy, MRIs are a fundamental
component of the broader maritime power enterprise under inquiry in this volume. In
assigning putatively “legal” rights to political, strategic, and economic national interests,
MRIs link key functional and ideological tasks in the maritime domain, creating the
domestic legal authorities that guide practical efforts to “build” PRC maritime power.
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Because certain of the PRC’s claimed maritime rights depart in significant ways from
those prescribed under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), MRIs are
centrally implicated in the roiling regional disputes over maritime jurisdiction 3 in the
South and East China Seas (SCS and ECS). Prominent among these disputes is the
diplomatic and operational contestation between China and the United States over
exclusive economic zone (EEZ) access for foreign military vessels and aircraft. The
evolution of MRIs in PRC law over the past two decades provides insights into how
Beijing prosecutes its disputed claims: by converting its growing geopolitical interests in
the Asian littoral into cognizable and potentially enforceable legal rights. In representing
their claims in terms of capital-L “Law,” PRC leaders aim to extract maximum
legitimacy for Chinese claims – all without actually submitting to the legal restraints that
would in fact make their actions lawful and legitimate.
The PRC’s varied legal representations of its maritime rights and interests offer a
privileged glimpse into Beijing’s maritime playbook. While these legal instruments do
not necessarily constrain PRC freedom of action, attention to MRIs as the pseudo-legal
domestic basis for a variety of “assertive” PRC behaviors furnishes the analyst with
substantial material to use in understanding and anticipating PRC behavior. To that end,
the paper proceeds by:
(I)

Introducing the distinctive political and legal landscape in which to analyze
China’s maritime rights and interests;

(II)

Unpacking basic attributes of the “maritime rights and interests” concept and
relating them to the maritime power objectives of the Xi Jinping
administration;

(III)

Specifying the limited but politically salient role of law – especially the law of
the sea – in the Chinese political-legal system;

(IV)

Analyzing selected rules that define, protect, and expand PRC maritime rights
and interests, with particular attention to the ongoing reorganization of the
PRC maritime bureaucracy; and
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(V)

Exploring a banner case in which laws protecting MRIs advance maritime
power goals – namely, PRC efforts to prohibit or complicate foreign military
operations in China’s claimed EEZ (i.e., the freedom of navigation
controversy).

A brief conclusion then summarizes the findings and suggests three ways these
formal (if ambiguous and mutable) signals can be profitably utilized by U.S. policymakers: (1) MRIs describe the scope and content of PRC maritime claims – including
those it presently lacks sufficient capacity to assert – and thus can be used to
anticipate future behaviors; and (2) with growing PRC capacity to enforce its claimed
jurisdiction in maritime space described (vaguely) under domestic law, Chinese
practices in international and disputed waters will influence regional and global
maritime rules and norms. The United States is uniquely positioned to shape that
process.
I. Political and Legal Context for Analysis of PRC Maritime Rights and Interests
Promotion of maritime rights and interests is a facet of Beijing’s accelerating drive to
economically develop, legally regulate, and effectively control ocean areas under its
claimed jurisdiction. For specialized PRC officials and legal experts, pursuing these goals
entails ongoing efforts to “perfect” [ 完 善 ] China’s maritime legal, regulatory, and
administrative framework. This framework, or “maritime legal scheme,” can be
considered a formal script for putting China’s maritime power theory into practice.
Various legal documents name the organizations and actors responsible for each of the
moving parts in the maritime power enterprise explored in this volume; they detail their
legal authorities, and provide some clear guidelines (and many murkier signals) for actors
at central, provincial, and local levels to take deliberate steps toward “safeguarding
Chinese maritime rights and interests” [维护国家海洋权益] from foreign predation.
The sources. Abundant evidence of official thinking about what is necessary to achieve
the PRC’s maritime power goals is available in the form of laws that define tasks and
help mobilize resources for effective management of China’s vast maritime apparatus.
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Such laws are produced and enacted in the form of national legislation, administrative
regulation, and departmental rules4 that loosely cite MRIs as the source and justification
for various maritime legal authorities – many of which exceed those prescribed for
maritime zones under international law. These often-imprecise legal instruments provide
the primary empirical fodder for this paper, and inform analytical efforts to connect
China’s legally defined rights to its politically motivated actions.
The perfectly incoherent PRC political-legal system. The PRC’s legal institutions are
indeed “imperfect” and “engaged in what is perhaps the most rapid development of any
legal system in the history of the world;”5 thus, to evaluate the role and scope of maritime
law in China, it is necessary to appreciate that legal processes remain profoundly
compromised by political forces. Politics (and its vanguard, Party officials influencing
state functions) penetrates everything from the assignment of judicial personnel to law
enforcement to the (highly circumscribed) powers of regulatory agencies. Lacking even
formal independence from political institutions, the Chinese political-legal system6 gives
ample play to formal legal instruments in multifarious roles. Maritime laws, for example,
serve to articulate specific jurisdictional competencies and delegate them to
administrative agencies, in order to promote and regulate the development of the “blue
economy” (principally oil and gas, and fishing industries), to expand and intensify the
enforcement of domestic maritime laws, to supervise marine scientific research and
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surveillance, to protect the marine environment, and, practiced at sufficient scale, to
influence the decisions of other potential users of Chinese-claimed maritime space.7
Affected users include the littoral states of Asia (especially those who have overlapping
claims to maritime rights and jurisdiction), the United States, and other maritime powers
(e.g., Japan, India) with rights to and interests in operating in the Western Pacific. The
wide berth for political discretion in PRC legal affairs makes their maritime laws
versatile instruments to direct China’s practical efforts to “build maritime power.” The
incoherence in certain of its rules and practices is a function of its nebulous MRIs, which
help produce what seems to be a deliberately incoherent set of maritime claims. Indeed,
the PRC has still failed to clarify its claimed maritime boundaries and has scrupulously
avoided specifying the substantive rights it seeks to exercise within that undefined
maritime space.
Externalizing domestic maritime laws. Beyond playing a vital organizing role, these
domestic efforts are externalized in China’s international behavior, and may come to
influence regional and global legal norms. The wave of Chinese “assertiveness” (or
“aggressiveness” or “coercion”) in the maritime domain is, in part, the product of a series
of internal legal-bureaucratic steps to promote extravagant PRC maritime claims. These
steps might be rendered as a corresponding legal assertiveness. Whereas domestically the
PRC’s maritime legal scheme serves to license certain enterprising behaviors by China’s
many maritime stakeholders,8 those behaviors are necessarily projected internationally
because China’s maritime jurisdictional claims overlap with those of neighbors and other
users. When Chinese actors operate in disputed zones and enforce PRC domestic law
against foreign vessels and individuals, it amounts to a bid to change commonly accepted
norms governing the scope and content of coastal state authority in maritime zones (i.e.,
the “maritime rule-set”). While other East Asian claimants also formulate and enforce
7
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their domestic laws in disputed zones (as PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA)
officials are fond of shrilly reminding us), the incapacity of these weaker states to do so
at sufficient scale to change normal patterns of maritime practice makes the better
resourced, more strategic Chinese efforts far more consequential.
Central guidance for those efforts can be read off of PRC domestic maritime laws and
regulations. Sorting through the legal evidence affords insight into how various elements
of maritime power come together as Chinese policy. Greater awareness of how this
process is playing out will enhance our ability to anticipate how China’s state maritime
apparatus will evolve, and therefore how its many maritime stakeholders are likely to
behave, enabling the U.S. government to craft policy accordingly. So what are China’s
maritime rights and interests, and how do they relate to becoming a maritime power?
What has been done domestically to further that goal, and how do those domestic
processes influence Chinese behavior in the maritime domain?
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II. China’s Maritime Rights and Interests in the Struggle for Maritime Power
What, specifically, are China’s maritime rights and interests? How do they bear on the
wider maritime power enterprise? Nearly every public recital in the PRC about maritime
power invokes China’s maritime rights and interests. Then president Hu Jintao officially
linked the concepts when he enshrined maritime power as a Chinese Communist Party
(CCP) priority at the 18th National Party Congress, calling on cadres to “resolutely
safeguard maritime rights and interests and build China into a maritime power.”9 Current
president Xi Jinping has reiterated and intensified his predecessor’s call for building
maritime power and, to that end, has mobilized the state to take active “countermeasures
to safeguard our nation’s maritime rights and interests.”10
This cue from China’s highest authority signals the formal end of a period of relative
“restraint” [克制] and an acceleration of the move to deploy new maritime capabilities to
realize MRIs that now dominate the maritime policy agenda. Since at least 1992,
maritime rights and interests have played a prominent role in PRC maritime conduct, but
they have emerged only over the last five years or so as a front-line political struggle.11 In
fall 2013, the director of the East Sea Branch of the PRC’s main maritime agency, the
State Oceanic Administration (SOA), reiterated their high degree of salience in the
current political environment: “The most important prerequisite for the building of a
maritime power is to…protect the nation's maritime rights and interests from being
violated. If our nation's core maritime interests and the basic maritime rights and interests
cannot be effectively protected, there is no way to talk about building a maritime
power.”12
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These and other authoritative formulations indicate that Chinese leaders treat the
protection of MRIs as a necessary condition for their maritime power project. Without
unpacking the concept by specifying which legal rights they mean and how those rights
are connected to political interests, Chinese officials, experts, media, and semi-informed
citizens routinely cite MRIs as the key component of maritime power. Defense
intellectuals, such as Zhang Shiping of the Academy of Military Science, have written
extensively on the connections between rights and power in the maritime domain. Yet
those intellectuals resist efforts to coherently define the concept, instead wielding it as a
blunt rhetorical instrument that serves more to stifle questions than to answer them. For
example, Zhang alleges, “Without maritime rights, there would have been no industrial
revolution,”13 but then he goes on to make the logically circular claim that “China needs
maritime rights for safeguarding its maritime sovereignty [sic], rights and interests.”14
The combination of very broad definitional scope and imprecision make it difficult to
disentangle statements of MRIs conceptually from the maritime power goal. They serve
simultaneously as a justification for behavior and a goal to be realized. MRIs are never
expressly defined – even in specialized official publications that expressly purport to do
so, such as the SOA’s annual Ocean Development Report (ODP)15 – and encompass a
highly disparate array of goals and activities. Even the composition of the phrase itself
offers some insight into this analytical problem. The Chinese expression for “rights and
interests” is “权益,” a compound word that integrates rights (权利) and interests (利益)
into one catch-all term. This integration of the legal concept of rights with the political
concept of interests is not accidental, and invites the conflation of two distinct concepts:
the former creates property rights and jurisdictional competence for the state, while the
latter announces goals to be achieved. This lax usage tracks the prevailing CCP doctrine
of law as a political instrument, and signals a tight connection between the defined rights
13
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under international law that China uncontroversially possesses at present, and those rights
it would like to enjoy in the future.
In fact, the vague usage of the term in official discourse makes it nearly impossible to say
what does not count as a maritime right or interest. The 1982 Constitution makes some 11
references to various rights and interests enjoyed by citizens and firms, but never defines
them as a term of art.16 MRIs may comprise notions as grand as the geographic integrity
of China’s claimed “blue-colored territory” [蓝色土地] 17 and as obscure as China’s
specific jurisdiction over pollution by foreign-flagged vessels in its contiguous zone. The
defense of MRIs is a patriotic duty for everyone, from fishermen plying their trade
around the disputed Spratly islands, to marine scientists conducting research in the
Arctic, to commercial cartographers mapping the Chinese mainland’s coast. Muddying
the conceptual waters still further, everyone in China – from fishermen, to netizens, to
women’s groups18 – appears to have their own “rights and interests” to defend. Certain
inferences can nevertheless be drawn from the way that MRIs appear in legal documents
and other official pronouncements. The following section identifies certain distinct
characteristics of MRIs, and connects them conceptually to the wider maritime power
enterprise under inquiry.
Generic Characteristics of MRIs
Generally speaking, MRIs are the nexus of legal, political, strategic, and economic
elements of China’s maritime ambitions. Their principal legal basis lies in international
maritime law, especially UNCLOS, and a host of customary rules about ocean conduct
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(collectively, the “law of the sea regime”).19 Yet as PRC maritime ambitions and capacity
(i.e., interests) grow, so do Chinese estimates of the scope and content of those rights. In
general, MRIs “are expanding to include legal rights and privileges related to the
economic exploitation of the oceans and their use for navigation in support of trade.”20
Granting that the concept does not have defined boundaries, we can nonetheless identify
certain enduring characteristics or features of MRIs as framed by Chinese authorities:
(1) they are legitimate (a broader category than strictly “lawful”); (2) they are under
threat from internal and external sources; (3) they are exclusive of other states’ maritime
rights and interests; and (4) they are evolving and expanding along with the international
maritime legal regime and growing Chinese maritime capabilities.
(1) MRIs are legitimate. Legitimacy is the most important characteristic that Chinese
leaders and laws attribute to MRIs. It underpins the PRC’s insistence that other states
must respect Chinese claims and behaviors in the maritime domain on the basis of their
putative legal, historical, and geographic validity. MFA officials routinely announce that
these various sources of legitimacy are “indisputable” [ 无 可 争 辩 ], yet refuse to
recognize that these sources of validity are, in fact, in dispute. In a sense, this move
amounts to demanding foreign deference to China’s maritime ambitions – regardless of
what they are. Domestically, their sloppy conflation with territorial integrity, core
interests, and other priorities empowers bureaucratic and administrative actors to
aggressively pursue goals that can be construed as protecting MRIs, secure in the
knowledge that they cannot be faulted for overzealous protection of so legitimate a cause.
Indeed, MRIs seem to be a nebulous and evolving concept by design: sufficiently precise
to capture the whole gamut of maritime rights derived from international law, yet vague
enough for Beijing to calibrate them to whatever present political circumstances demand.
On one hand, their relationship to the law is quite direct: maritime “rights” include all of
19
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China’s jurisdictional competence and sovereign rights in UNCLOS-designated zones.21
On the other hand, maritime law is sometimes lamented as an unwelcome constraint on
MRIs. 22 Chinese legal scholars familiar with the constraints on coastal state rights
codified under UNCLOS cannot help but recognize that certain MRIs are not justified
under the law as it is now (lex lata), but assert that they will be justified under desired
future developments in law (lex ferenda).23 The routine, practical assertion of the desired
rights, set in motion by domestic laws, is the way this legitimacy is to be secured. Such
practices are sometimes described as “lawfare,” 24 but whatever the terminology, they
reflect a Chinese view of international law as fluid and capable of changing – or at least
accommodating – the legitimacy of China’s MRIs.
There is also a strong and quite central historical component to this claim to legitimacy, a
direct connection to China’s revanchist aims to restore the territory “taken by violence
and greed” 25 by Japan and Western powers throughout China’s long “century of
humiliation.” To Chinese observers, such unjust historical circumstances confer blanket
legitimacy to China’s present campaign to “restore” lost territories – more legitimate,
even, than any legal code, ratified or not. References to the sanctioned history of China’s
maritime humiliation appear in every official, scholarly, and popular treatment of China’s
maritime concerns. This attempt to propagate historical legitimacy for MRIs underpins
China’s invocation of undefined “historical rights” in its infamous U-shaped-line map26
and its domestic legislation.27 Even Chinese law of the sea scholars make it clear that
China’s rich “history” trumps any contemporary legal strictures and confers independent,
historical legitimacy on China’s maritime rights and interests. In short, law is only one of
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the bases upon which the legitimacy of Chinese MRIs rests. International law is not the
only source of legitimacy. It supports only certain of China’s purported “rights,” while a
hodge-podge of questionable historical documentation stands up the rest of the
extravagant claim to rights above and beyond those prescribed in UNCLOS.28
Dubious history aside, often those bases for legitimacy remain unarticulated. An
authoritative editorial by Zhong Sheng in the People’s Daily argued that “China's
construction of a maritime power has a legal basis and good reason.”29 This kind of “law
plus [something else]” construction is frequently employed to effectively limit the scope
of issues over which law is considered authoritative. The prevalence of this “law plus”
approach amounts to a broad rejection of the idea that law is the exclusive source of
legitimacy for maritime rights. Typically, the adjunct to law is some formulation of rights
and interests derived from history or justified on the basis of economic development
goals. This unsupported reasoning is analytically unsatisfying, though hardly unusual in
Chinese political discourse. Attempts to parse the specific legal bases for many, even
most, Chinese positions are similarly doomed exercises.
However constructed, MRIs’ “legitimacy” is their essential characteristic. It renders them
indisputable, and invites officials and analysts to play fast and loose with maritime rights
and interests as a vehicle for all manner of political goals. Xi Jinping himself has
championed this technique: “We will steadfastly follow the path of peaceful
development,” he told the July 2013 Politburo study session, “but China will never
abandon its legitimate maritime rights and interests, and moreover, it will never sacrifice
its core national interests.”30 Construed in this way, public debate in China is effectively
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closed when it comes to evaluating the legitimacy of any specific aspect of Chinese
maritime claims.
(2) MRIs Are Under Grave Threat. The urgency and intensity of the threats to MRIs is
another of their key characteristics, and explains corresponding efforts to adopt
“countermeasures.”31 Because they enjoy the highest seal of political legitimacy and are
described by leadership to be under threat, tremendous domestic organizational energy
can be channeled to ensure that they are “comprehensively safeguarded.” A variety of
perceived internal and external threats animate the many domestic processes for
protecting MRIs, and, by extension, promoting maritime power.
In terms of external threats, the prevailing view in China is that a long period of passivity
and restraint (“克制”) with respect to MRIs has led to their gradual erosion due to
activities of other states in China’s littoral areas. At the Politburo study session in July
2013, Xi emphasized that China’s priorities in the maritime domain should skew more
towards “maintaining rights” [维权] than towards “maintaining stability” [维稳].32 His
formulation is an undisguised jab at the former administration’s weakness and passivity
with respect to disputed islands and zones, and an open invitation for China’s maritime
law enforcement (MLE) agencies to prosecute China’s claims with less regard for
diplomatic and operational repercussions.
These actions are framed as urgent responses to contingencies arising from the cluster of
maritime disputes in the SCS and ECS, the banner threats to MRIs. The State Oceanic
Administration’s 2014 Oceans Development Report makes clear how urgent MLE tasks
are in light of these external threats;33 an authoritative editorial in the People’s Daily
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describes these “peripheral disputes” as “insurmountable obstacles to China's efforts to
build a maritime power.”34 So long as rival claimants claim or use some of the maritime
space disputed by China, the full extent of Chinese sovereignty and jurisdiction cannot be
realized.35
Beyond the territorial disputes, China sees threats from the U.S. Navy (USN) and other
users of maritime space in the western Pacific. The 2015 white paper, China’s Military
Strategy, states: “Some external countries are also busy meddling in South China Sea
affairs; a tiny few maintain a constant close-in air and sea surveillance and
reconnaissance against China. It is thus a long-standing task for China to safeguard its
maritime rights and interests.” The juxtaposition of MRIs with these varied external
sources of insecurity bolsters the high level of political priority assigned to various
“rights-protection” tasks that have been steadily incorporated into domestic code.
Meanwhile internally, MRIs are threatened by an ineffective maritime bureaucratic and
administrative apparatus. Widely publicized criticism of the incompetence, inefficiency,
lack of integration, and redundancy in this cluster of state agencies recently led to some
major changes to the marine legal system that are still being worked out at organizational
and operational levels (treated in detail below). Environmental degradation due to
pollution, climate change, overfishing, and other problems is also a potent threat to MRIs,
and is the ostensible object of much of the domestic legislative and administrative efforts
addressed in this essay. The important take-away is that leaders mobilize the state to
reform its maritime laws and regulations by appealing to the threat of squandering
China’s rich maritime entitlements and inviting foreign predation.
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Resource scarcity also figures prominently 36 as an internal and external threat, with
China’s very low per-capita maritime resource base driving perceptions that rights need
to be aggressively secured (or expanded). Zhang Shiping is committed to the urgency of
the tasks generated by these threats, noting:
China must really have its share of maritime rights and interests...to solve
its issues relating to large population, inadequate resources, limited job
opportunities, and so on! However, “there is no savior” for China in its
attempt to go to the ocean and take back its share of maritime rights and
interests. We the Chinese people can only rely on ourselves! In order to
protect maritime rights and interests of our own, we Chinese people
should be ready to use all effective means. These are the freedom and
rights of the Chinese people!”37
This perceived need to tackle scarcity shades into a third core characteristic of MRIs:
their exclusivity.
(3) MRIs Are Exclusive. The commonly cited necessity of “safeguarding” MRIs
underlines their exclusive character as a kind of property right. If others are using ocean
space under Chinese-claimed jurisdiction without submitting to PRC authority and
paying rents, that diminishes the stock of resources available to the PRC and infringes on
its maritime rights. This exclusivity is especially important in light of what the Chinese
perceive as a severe scarcity problem. Experts frequently lament China’s paltry allocation
of ocean space in per capita terms, as well as relative to its continental landmass. 38
Overwhelming domestic demand for energy, protein, and seabed minerals may not be the
driving force behind China’s “assertiveness” in the maritime domain, but it contributes to
the high political priority assigned to maritime development. Indeed, in terms of the
actual government “work” associated with MRIs, promoting and regulating economic
activity is probably the most resource-intensive task.
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Exclusivity is an especially potent characteristic with respect to oil and gas exploitation,
which, unlike fishing, is an economic activity that cannot be shared in a given geographic
space.39 The long timelines and capital intensity required to develop offshore projects
(especially in deep water) produce strong incentives for China to take measures (usually
rendered as 对策 or “countermeasures”) to avoid losing out on existing investments – or,
more likely, to open up potentially lucrative spaces for exploration and production by
state-owned energy enterprises. Overlapping leases on potentially productive
hydrocarbon blocks (e.g., between China and Vietnam near the Paracels) already generate
substantial friction. Despite the periodic lip service that Beijing pays to “joint
development” among rival claimants, these conflicts lead to more political inflexibility
and louder demands for exclusivity to China’s maritime rights.40 Fisheries jurisdiction is
a baby that can be split, and has been managed relatively diplomatically until recently
(China has functioning fisheries agreements with several neighbors, including Japan and
Vietnam, that cover some disputed areas). In the midst of rising domestic protein demand,
the PRC’s massive fisheries industry faces collapsing fish stocks, and heightened foreign
law enforcement against Chinese vessels operating in disputed zones. 41 Even this
relatively negotiable sector produces very strong pressures for exclusivity regarding MRI.
(4) MRIs Are Evolving & Expanding. One reason that MRIs are so difficult to positively
define is simply that China’s estimate of them is evolving along with the international
maritime legal regime. The legal evolution of MRIs tracks the law of the sea, which has
been a story of “global enclosure” since at least the middle of the 20th century.42 China
has been particularly ambitious in terms of “creeping jurisdiction,” or reading new
substantive authority into the fast-developing body of maritime law.43 A series of law of
39
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the sea conferences under UN auspices created new zones and assigned new functional
areas of state authority – most prominently in the form of the 200 nautical-mile exclusive
economic zone (EEZ) codified in UNCLOS III. With the advent of this vast new zone of
exclusive – but not exhaustive – sovereign rights and jurisdiction over economic activities,
China (like all coastal states that claim this entitlement) now administers significantly
more maritime real estate and possesses corresponding rights requiring legal and
administrative attention.44
The recognized legal authority of states extends even beyond these coastal zones, also
covering their exclusive economic rights on the extended continental shelf (up to 350 nm
from coastal baselines), deep-seabed mining rights in the high seas, and scientific
research in polar regions, where legitimate concerns with climate change and commercial
navigation have provided an entry point for Chinese maritime interests in this
geopolitically crucial domain.45 As former SOA director Liu Cigui informed the PRC
University of Administration, “Maritime rights and interests not only include those within
the waters under our country's jurisdiction, but also include those outside those sea
areas.”46 Not only does this confirm that the MRIs concept has no defined geographic
scope, it also alerts us that China’s claimed maritime jurisdictional competence is not
limited to UNCLOS-designated zones. In Chinese legislation and regulation, references
to rights in undefined “other sea areas under Chinese jurisdiction” typically follow a list
of territorial sea, contiguous zone, EEZ, and continental shelf. 47 Such deliberate
imprecision allows room for evolution and expansion, a process that the following
analysis discovers in Chinese maritime law-making and maritime practice.
years, the content of the rights embraced by them may have evolved, with Chinese practice being informed
by developments in the law of the sea, including its own ratification of UNCLOS” (Jia and Gao 2013: 103).
44
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It should come as no surprise that as China’s maritime rights multiply, its maritime
interests expand in lockstep. The existence of new legal rights is itself a source of new
interests: prior to UNCLOS III, China had no EEZ and thus no specific interest in
controlling that precise geographic space. The exclusive resource rights and
corresponding obligations to administer the zone, conserve its marine environment,
regulate fishing, and so on, combine to promote a state interest in economic development
and effective control that could not take shape in the absence of the law of the sea regime.
Conversely, it is also unsurprising that China’s interests (defined in terms of its power to
secure those interests)48 should be a source of recognized legal rights. A central story of
the law of the sea – and perhaps international law more broadly – is that (maritime) rights
will steadily accrue to great (maritime) powers. 49 Those interests naturally include a
preference for other states to defer to China in the maritime spaces under its effective
control. Asserting legal rights is just one, relatively cheap way to use its growing
capabilities to secure that cooperation or deference – and one that Chinese leaders have
consciously adopted as a way to build maritime power.
The notion that China’s new interests should generate new rights is implied by the
compound word itself, rights-interests ( 权 益 ). The sequence by which China has
practically claimed and attempted to exercise its maritime rights tracks its growing
capacity to use the maritime areas in question. That capacity itself generates the interests,
and, simultaneously, the potential for claiming and protecting various maritime rights –
some of them special, non-UNCLOS rights. In the words of one Chinese defense
intellectual, “Where our interests are, there the law should be. No matter whether in
space, the internet, or the ocean.”50 This sentiment, commonly expressed in conferences
on maritime issues and law, reflects a prevalent (perhaps dominant) Chinese conception
of international law that may be reasonably summarized as deeply cynical and
unabashedly realist. China expects its international legal rights to be honored in the
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breach only where Chinese power can be credibly signaled or effectively employed.51
This potent conjunction of rising power and creeping jurisdiction is among the most
salient features of MRIs, and will only become more significant as Chinese maritime
capabilities increase, a circumstance addressed fully in the paper’s conclusion.
III. Rule by (Maritime) Law in Modern China: Head, Hands, and Feet
The PRC’s maritime power enterprise depends on the protection of maritime rights and
interests; the legitimacy and efficacy of those MRIs require sustained investment of
official time and state resources to manage maritime development and protect Chinese
maritime equities from threats, perceived and real. Building such capacity and expertise,
in turn, depends on the successful implementation of China’s growing body of maritime
laws, regulations, and rules. Liu Cigui, former director of the SOA (and present governor
of the front-line maritime province of Hainan), made the role of rules explicit in an
address following Hu’s official unveiling of the maritime power goal at the 18th NPC in
2012: “A ‘maritime power’ is a country that has great comprehensive strength in terms
of the development, use, protection, management, and control of the seas….[W]e must
aim at the long-term goal [of maritime power] through planning and coordination across
the board to effectively safeguard and expand our country's maritime rights and
interests.”52
Liu’s emphasis on planning and coordination is consistent with a broad trend in post-Mao
China to develop the legal system as an instrument for advancing the CCP goals.53 As the
Chinese political system evolves to cope with an increasingly complex society and
market-oriented economy, Party leaders have mounted repeated campaigns to use legal
rules to guide the central formulation and unruly local implementation of policy; to a
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lesser degree, laws (and internal rules) are increasingly valued as means to exert control
over powerful but fragmented central Party ministries and executive agencies. Building
on efforts to develop a “socialist legal system with Chinese characteristics” initiated at
the watershed Third Plenum of the 11th Party Congress in 1978, Article 5 of the 1982
PRC Constitution was revised in March 1999 to codify the practice of “ruling the country
through law [依法治国, sometimes rendered as “rule by law”] and building a socialist
rule of law state.” The present Xi administration renewed focus on “ruling the country
through law”54 at the Fourth Party Plenum of the 18th Central Committee of the CCP in
October 2014, the first such meeting to address the topic of rule of law.
Before addressing how Chinese legislation, regulations, and rules (“law” for
convenience) directly abet the maritime power enterprise, a brief discussion of how law
functions (and doesn’t function) in China will establish the proper context for analysis.
Three observations should be carried over to the rest of the analysis: (1) Law is one of
several tools of internal governance and international statecraft available to Chinese
leaders; unlike in a liberal, rule-of-law system, law is substitutable for other tools. (2)
China’s political-legal system is characterized by an unusually high degree of political
discretion for Party-state authorities to make ad hoc changes and omissions to legal rules.
(3) ambiguity, imprecision, and indeterminacy are the norm in the construction of
Chinese statutes and regulations, enabling political discretion. Though considered
weaknesses by some Chinese elites (explaining, in part, concerted reform efforts), these
are and will remain qualities of law in the contemporary PRC.
Law in China: helping the head talk to the hands and feet
Power, according to Xi, should be “locked up within a cage of regulations.” 55 Xi’s
emphasis on “ruling the country through law” as a pillar of his governance strategy
54
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indicates that law is a highly valued instrument – however pale its resemblance to the
independent “rule of law” desired in liberal democracies. Chinese leaders appear to
believe that legal and administrative measures are the best means available to them for
directing and managing a dynamic and largely unregulated economic system. At least
since Deng’s mythologized “Southern Tour” [南巡] in 1992, Party leaders have moved
away from decentralized, personal, unsystematic means of governance and towards the
more centralized, impersonal, and systematic instrument of law.
Legal approaches are especially valued in the maritime domain, as they provide some
uniformity and order to a daunting set of administrative tasks. Law satisfies an endemic
demand for effective tools to cope with the staggering scale of the maritime domain and
its resources, and to manage sheer diversity of maritime stakeholders in the Chinese
bureaucracy, state-owned sector, and military. For a Party of some 90 million members
leading a sprawling state effort to marshal China’s maritime rights and interests, law is a
uniquely useful tool. It creates a standardized, transparent, and relatively predictable way
for the “head” in Beijing to communicate with the “hands and feet”56 – that is, the myriad
administrative agencies and local bureaucratic offices in charge of the practical work of
managing and using China’s maritime space and, by extension, building maritime power.
This hands-head-feet connection is entirely top down and primarily serves administrative
ends, seeing to it that the will of the leadership is executed uniformly across functional
and geographic lines, and, in the process, minimizing the local corruption, excesses, and
incompetence that have long plagued the Chinese bureaucracy.57 Recent legal reforms
may be understood as the Party’s attempts to “strengthen the mechanisms for cabining
and supervising the inevitable exercise of discretion by officials, judges, prosecutors and
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other state actors.”58 The law is an increasingly important component of the hierarchical
pattern of governance in China in which vague formulations (such as the “maritime
power” mission) are issued by the center, then passed along the chain of authority to
various party organs, administrative agencies, and local governments to decipher what
they mean and convert them into actionable tasks. The Fourth Plenum Decision and
continuing Party emphasis on “rule by law” reflects a longstanding goal to centralize
some of that rule-making to ensure that the strategic vision of the Party is
“comprehensively implemented.”
In this respect, the Chinese legal system is unlike its Western counterparts, where the rule
of law operates principally as a check on the coercive power of the state. Law in liberal
states confers rights to individuals; law in illiberal China arrogates rights to the state.
Maritime rights are a possession of the collective, not a specific manifestation of the
liberties of any individual. Thus, the function of a large proportion of Chinese law is
administrative, rendering law “a tool of governance and control…essentially the property
of the government, not the citizenry.”59 This is especially so in the maritime domain,
where only a small percentage of the population has any direct attachment to maritime
affairs, and virtually all activity (fishing, oil and gas, marine scientific research, and
environmental protection) is directly controlled by the state.
The Party stands astride the legal system, unconstrained by law it finds inconvenient and
free to promulgate new rules – after the fact, if necessary – to achieve desired ends. This
rule-making process is increasingly “rationalized” as a body of legislation, regulation,
and procedural rules develops under the close scrutiny of political leadership.
Collectively, this ongoing “legal building” process does not constitute a legal “system” so
much as furnish a set of instruments for officials to use in executing political goals – such
as defining, protecting, and expanding MRIs. This “command and control” legal system
is the indispensable method for processing the various new rights and interests created by
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China’s accession to UNCLOS. It remains unclear the extent to which law can be used
internally to empower one actor or agency against another, or to “punch up” within the
domestic hierarchy to hold central leaders accountable. Regrettably for reformers in
China (and those trying to do business within China or interact with it in the international
sphere), there are no persuasive grounds on which to rule out scholar William Alford’s
judgment that law in China is something like a “clever facade thrown up by the
leadership in an effort to restore within the ruling elite a set of rules that would enable
them to play their usual games in less murderous conditions.”60
China’s Law of the Sea
The bulk of Chinese maritime law emerged as China geared up to ratify UNCLOS III,
which was negotiated from 1973 to 1982, and to which China formally acceded in 1996.
The new set of rights and obligations created by the Convention generated new
awareness in China about its maritime rights and interests, occasioning a flurry of
legislative and regulatory activity to bring China up to code. Like other states with
undeveloped maritime legal systems, much work was necessary to prepare for the
management of a growing economic and strategic sector and to organize the enforcement
of a new legal regime. To help readers fully understand this process, the following brief
discussion of the role of international law in China’s distinctive legal-political
environment is warranted. The key items to take away are: (1) there is no fixed procedure
through which China’s international legal obligations become domestic law; and (2) there
is also no guarantee that domestic laws implementing the UNCLOS treaty are consistent
with the treaty’s requirements.
The ambiguity of China’s legal relationship to UNCLOS begins with the PRC
Constitution, which is entirely silent on how international treaties are to take domestic
effect. The Constitution also contains no language about how international treaty and
customary rules relate to domestic laws in the PRC. This is a problematic omission, as
acknowledged by China’s sitting judge on the International Court of Justice and a leading
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scholar of China and international law, who notes with her co-author that it “is obvious
[that] treaties vary in terms of their status and legal effect on the domestic legal system;
not all treaties constitute part of domestic law [in China].”61 There is also no guiding
Supreme Court interpretation for relating treaties to domestic laws, as might be the case
in a common law system. In effect, the paramount document in the Chinese politicallegal system is more of a statement of intent than a binding code. Its language offers a
“constant coupling of rights with obligations, repeated indications that procedural
safeguards are subject to the overall good of the people, and the frequent message that
major goal of these new legal developments is to restore China's power and prominence –
none of which have exact parallels in the West.” 62 If there are any meaningful rules
regarding treaties, they must be in the weeds at the statutory or regulatory levels.
Hierarchically below the Constitution, many statutes and regulations imply or state that
domestic rules are overridden by international treaties when they are in conflict – or at
least that domestic statutes should not be construed in ways inconsistent with treaties;
other statutes reverse that relationship. For example, the 1999 Special Maritime
Procedure Law states in Article 3: “Where any provisions concerning foreign-related
maritime actions contained in international conventions entered into or acceded to by the
PRC are different from those contained in the [1991] Civil Procedure Law of the PRC
and in this Law, the provisions of such international conventions shall apply, except
those on which the PRC has announced reservation” (italics added). This language is
replicated in other national legislation, and creates a circumstance in which the
exceptions to the rule may well be more common than the rule itself. This rule is
particularly troublesome vis-à-vis UNCLOS, which expressly does not permit any
reservations by Party-states that conflict with treaty rules.63
Below the statutory level, administrative regulations do little to remedy the Constitution’s
silence on the matter; in fact, various regulations say contradictory things about whether
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and how domestic implementing legislation should be developed once China has ratified
a treaty.64 So, lacking any formal basis, and given the well-known weakness of the PRC
judiciary, it seems the only meaningful positive source of law that obliges China to
respect its treaty and customary law obligations is the jus cogens customary norm of
pacta sunt servanda.65 This norm amounts to a promise to honor the contract in good
faith because contracts should be honored in good faith, and is binding in the
international sphere as a matter of reciprocity rather than as an enforceable sanction.
Chinese diplomats in the UN and other public forums refer to what amounts to China’s
policy of compliance with its treaty obligations on this basis, though lacking specific,
mandated domestic procedures for putting this into practice leaves foreign international
legal scholars unimpressed.66
Nonetheless, the prevailing view among legal experts in China holds that UNCLOS
requires domestic legislation to accomplish the various functional duties relating to
defining zones and assigning jurisdiction and administrative duties to the appropriate
agencies for economic use and environmental protection.67 On November 14, 1991, the
Chinese delegate to the Third Committee of the General Assembly of the UN, while
explaining China's position on the UN Convention on Torture, stated that “according to
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Chinese law, as soon as a treaty is ratified or acceded to by the Chinese government and
comes into force, the Chinese government will fulfill its obligations arising therefrom
without the necessity of transforming that treaty into municipal law.”68 China has largely
obliged in this where economic development is implicated – though many of its domestic
rules take liberties with the text of UNCLOS and in many cases enact rules that are
outright contrary to the treaty’s provisions. In general, the Chinese interpretation of the
law of the sea tends to assign greater than normal authority to the coastal state in
maritime zones, especially where Chinese security and “historical” rights are involved.69
This practice, analyzed in detail in subsequent sections, reflects the qualities of the PRC
political-legal system highlighted above – namely, its narrow effective scope,
incoherence or inconsistency, and ad hoc subjugation to political demands.
This deliberate ambiguity in PRC code finds its way into China’s treatment of MRIs, a
process abetted by a weak tradition of international law scholarship and practice in China.
The standard “scholarly” understanding in the PRC consists of a politicized mix of
hostility towards international law as a tool of imperial aggression and hegemony on the
one hand, and on the other, a cynical embrace of international law as a way for China to
legitimize its international behavior and market itself as a member in good standing of
international society. 70 In either case, even among its practitioners, the law is not
expected to generate the sort of binding constraints idealized in Western jurisprudence.
The Party retains “absolute leadership” and evidently prizes its status above the law more
so than any of its legal reform goals. The 2014 Fourth Plenum Decision’s 14 mentions of
68
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the “absolute leadership of the Chinese Communist Party” are, if anything, a resounding
signal that the Party will remain unconstrained by the legal tools it uses to govern.
Nonetheless, there has been considerable energy devoted to bringing China into
something like compliance with UNCLOS, positioning it to fully realize its desired
maritime rights and interests. For the new regime of the EEZ alone, some 156 legal
instruments – legislation, administrative regulations, and departmental and local rules –
have been promulgated since the conclusion of UNCLOS. 71 This flurry of activity
reflects the Chinese view that the protection and expansion of the nation’s maritime
rights and interests require a sturdy domestic legal architecture. In the words of one of
China’s leading law of the sea scholars, “In order to protect maritime rights and interests,
we must have national mechanisms that are organized according to the law – specifically,
domestic law…In designing and implementing a perfect legal system for the oceans,
UNCLOS will play a fundamental role.”72 The following section treats salient elements
of that still-imperfect Chinese maritime legal system.
IV. Safeguarding China’s Maritime Rights and Interests Through Legal Work
The combination of (1) the lack of any rigorous, homegrown legal requirements for
China to comply with UNCLOS and (2) the normal functions of China’s distinctive
political-legal system indicate that the Chinese maritime legal scheme is best interpreted
as signals of what Chinese leaders aim to accomplish in the maritime domain. The rules
themselves do not function like the mandatory restraints on state power that international
legal obligations may create in rule-of-law countries. Instead, they are key organizational
components of China’s broader maritime power project.
In recent years, MRIs have been developed and protected by law under the broad
administrative heading of developing “comprehensive management” (综合管理) of the
maritime sector. Formidable official energy and resources are now devoted to the
maritime legal project, and tend to address three basic political goals: (1) to coordinate
and deconflict the maritime bureaucratic and regulatory apparatus; (2) to promote
71
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efficient, orderly, and productive use of maritime resources and development of the
“blue” economy; and (3) to enhance China’s effective control over claimed maritime
space (addressed in Section V as a case study). In addressing each of these goals below,
the sheer volume of legal activity and documentation precludes comprehensive treatment;
instead, certain clear and illustrative examples are selected for analysis.73
(1) Coordinate and deconflict the maritime bureaucracy
The clearest imperative for the legislators and bureaucrats involved in developing and
implementing rules in this domain is to facilitate some degree of predictability and
efficacy in the national and local administration of maritime affairs. At least 17
administrative organs have some maritime responsibilities,74 many of them redundant and
contradictory. Until recently, five different agencies had maritime law enforcement
responsibilities, and none had sufficient capacity to fulfill its poorly demarcated duties.75
In consequence, a great deal of “legal work” is now devoted to streamlining the PRC
maritime apparatus and making sure that lines of authority and responsibility are
sufficiently clear. Accomplishing this task is considered a prerequisite for the orderly use
and effective control of maritime space,76 addressed in subsequent sections.
The urgent demands to adequately use China’s marine resources and protect MRIs have
long been hindered by what is widely considered to be a poorly organized fisheries
management system and inadequate legislative capacity that has tended towards ad hoc,
reactive measures, “enacted to resolve urgent issues or immediate needs arising from the
exploitation of fisheries resources. Thus many of the laws are sectorial, single-purpose
regulations. They are adopted without systematic organization and detailed investigation,
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and there is lack of harmony with other regulations.” 77 Over the past decade, PRC
authorities have committed extraordinary bureaucratic, legislative, and regulatory
resources to this lagging sector, matching significant investments in capacity (for
example, a 25 percent increase in the number of vessels in the China Coast Guard
between 2012 and 2015)78 with a raft of maritime-facing statutes, regulations, and rules.
A set of State Council “provisions” from 1996 illustrates the feats of coordination
required to delegate even the most straightforward of responsibilities regarding the law of
the sea. Stakeholders from the SOA, MFA, PLA general staff, Ministry of State Security,
State Secrecy Bureau, Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office, and Taiwan Affairs Office
all participated in drafting regulations on “Strictly Implementing the Administrative
Provisions of the PRC on Foreign-Related Marine Scientific Research.”79 A notice was
issued by these same authorities in December 1999 announcing that “China’s foreignrelated research management has embarked on the legal track” and that “these Provisions
have produced benign effects since their implementation…and have played an important
role in strengthening the administration of MSR [marine scientific research] activities and
safeguarding China’s sovereignty and maritime rights and interests.”80
The connection between banal measures for registering foreign vessels conducting
hydrographic surveys in China’s EEZ and issues of sovereignty and MRIs is not made
explicit here, or elsewhere; however, the composition of the organs whose input and
authorization seems to have been necessary for these regulations to have any practical
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effect is telling, as is the language they use to describe the effectiveness of the legal
instrument in question.
A recent round of highly visible efforts in this direction was initiated with the
promulgation of a specialized Five-Year Plan (FYP) for National Maritime Development,
as part of the 12th FYP rolled out by the PRC’s chief executive organ, the State Council,
in 2012. Accompanying this exquisitely detailed set of goals for the full exploitation and
proper management of China’s maritime space was a major bureaucratic overhaul put in
motion at the 12th National People’s Congress in March 2013, when four of the so-called
“five dragons” – agencies responsible for maritime law enforcement (MLE) – were
consolidated into one superagency, the China Coast Guard (CCG) under the SOA, with
“operational guidance” from the People’s Armed Police (which had previously
administered the China maritime border patrol, which the CCG replaced).81 This move
reflects the judgment of Chinese senior leadership that the MLE system was
dysfunctional and had, in the words of one State Councilor, “insufficient ability to
safeguard [maritime] rights.”82
Simultaneously, the State Council founded a National Oceanic Commission to coordinate
(协调) the complex work of the still-numerous administrative organs with maritime
responsibilities. The commission is thought to be endowed with some type of executive
authority to streamline decision-making, and presumably oversee the broader project to
“perfect” China’s maritime legal system.83 Yet its precise composition remains unknown,
and no evidence of the organ’s activities is available. Even Chinese experts with access to
personnel in the Party and bureaucracy acknowledge that this process remains totally
opaque and the practical extent of the reforms (collectively called the “reorganization”
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重 组 ) remains unclear. 84 In this context, PRC leaders recognize an opportunity to
leverage the standardization, transparency, and growing authority of the legal system in
China to better coordinate their unwieldy maritime apparatus.
Despite continuing efforts to reform governance processes, the personalistic ties, informal
hierarchical authority relationships, and resulting intrigue and corruption in the Chinese
Party-state are still very much in play and producing familiar frictions. Coupled with the
urgent priority to coordinate maritime work, this institutional problem inclines many
Chinese experts to the view that some broadly construed, top-down national “Basic
Oceans Law” should be promulgated to clarify the lines of authority and various
functional responsibilities of China’s maritime administrative organs. 85 Various state
agencies and semi-official research outfits are currently developing components of this
possible legislation, but its content and the timeline for its promulgation remain
unknown.86
The overall thrust of this reshuffle is to “increase the effectiveness of maritime rights
protection”87 by way of a more rationalized bureaucracy. In 2012, SOA’s then director
Liu Cigui called on cadres to redouble efforts towards the “constant strengthening of
comprehensive ocean management,” which he characterized as the essential aim of
maritime work. 88 That bureaucratic slogan reflects the high priority assigned to
streamlining the legal and administrative processes – i.e., “managing and controlling the
maritime domain”89 necessary to the development of maritime power. The substantive
goods Chinese officials seek to deliver with this improved administrative apparatus are
principally the full development and use of China’s substantial maritime endowments,
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and the achievement of effective control of claimed maritime space sufficient to deter
other states and unauthorized users, addressed below.
(2) Promote efficient use and development
The bulk of PRC maritime legislation, regulations, and rules were promulgated to
advance and manage the development of China’s growing maritime economy. It is in this
economic arena that the utility of an effective, relatively transparent maritime legal
system is most obvious. Such a system is intended to facilitate efficiency through the
proper allocation of usage rights and the prevention of abuses that hinder the
development of the massive and growing maritime sector, which already accounts for 10
percent of China’s gross domestic product and as much as 16 percent in the rich coastal
provinces.90 With respect to maritime rights and interests, this section emphasizes that the
maritime rules adopted by China on balance tend to expand the content and scope of
China’s claimed legal authority, thus maximizing the potential economic output in
claimed maritime zones and supporting the broader strategic goal of effective control of
claimed maritime space.
Augmented jurisdictional content of state authority. Chinese legislative and regulatory
efforts to bring UNCLOS into Chinese domestic law tend to establish additional,
generally unlawful, jurisdiction for the coastal state. Principally, this has been
accomplished through a rejection of the comprehensive nature of the Convention in its
definitions of maritime entitlements for the world’s oceans. For Beijing, history is a
superior consideration to law and can be deployed, loosely, to justify any claims and
behaviors that appear to be prima facie illegal. This belief in Beijing’s version of the
maritime history of Asia is most poignantly on display in the form of the U-shaped-line
map and reams of carefully curated historical materials that purport to demonstrate
Chinese sovereignty over the various islands under dispute with neighbors.91 This blanket
assertion that the law of the sea does not bear upon “historical” issues betrays a basic
misunderstanding of the purpose and function of UNCLOS – namely to standardize and
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coordinate global maritime claims with all manner of historical provenance.
Alternatively, the assertion demonstrates a desire to play fast and loose with inconvenient
rules. The latter interpretation is supported by the discourse in China on a number of
other pertinent areas of the law of the sea. These questionable legal views bolster the
effort to expand the substantive content of China’s maritime rights.
Aspiring apparatchiks and maritime professionals learn in Chinese law schools that there
is a class of “surplus rights” (剩余权利) or “vested interests” (既得利益) that must be
read into the EEZ regime.92 These are unspecified rights that the Chinese law of the sea
community believes should have survived the codification of the new EEZ in UNCLOS
III – especially those rights of historical character. These rights and interests include
others that are neither positively created by the law of the sea nor based on historical
claims, but which are also not explicitly foreclosed (in the Chinese view). International
law, in their view, accommodates evolution and adjustment according to political realities
(i.e., China’s maritime interests) and can produce new rights to match those
circumstances.93
In the words of a former leading UNCLOS scholar who served as an expert consultant to
the PRC delegation to the Conference on the Law of the Sea (1973-1982):
The Convention has left ample room and space for an adjustment process
of enlarging jurisdiction of the coastal states and reducing the freedom of
high sea, largely due to residual rights contained in maritime law.
Especially in the new area of the EEZ, the allotment of coastal countries’
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sovereign rights, exclusive jurisdiction, the freedom of high seas, and
other states’ user rights is not very clear.94
China’s maritime laws aim to use this “adjustment process” to augment certain of its
substantive rights in maritime zones. Another Chinese scholar argues that it is unwise to
take direct liberties with the jurisdictional competence assigned in UNCLOS, and that
China would do better to take those specified sovereign rights and jurisdictions and
convert them into “management rights under domestic law, rights that are not equivalent
to full sovereignty.” He adds, “How to administer these international waters and expand
our usage rights is a key consideration for our country.” 95 Many in academia and
government are of the view that the process of creating domestic maritime law can itself
augment China’s maritime rights, both by putting those rights into practice and
demanding that other parties acquiesce, and through shoehorning various administrative
duties and functions into the specific jurisdiction assigned by UNCLOS.
The 1998 PRC EEZ law is the highest-level and perhaps clearest example of this process.
It stipulates that the legislation and UNCLOS do not infringe upon some set of
unspecified “historical rights” (Article 14). 96 This language refers to undefined legal
rights in Chinese EEZs and, in effect, stakes a formal claim to jurisdiction that is not
expressly conferred in the Convention itself – nor even adequately specified in PRC
domestic law.97 That law further makes no distinction between commercial and sovereign
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immune vessels, implicitly extending Chinese authority over the activities of military and
government ships that are excluded from coastal state jurisdiction.98 Associated rules that
bear on EEZs also arrogate certain security-related rights to China that are not found in
the Convention (addressed fully below in the context of effective control). The vague
carve-out for unnamed rights created in this national legislation opens the gates for
regulators and administrators at lower levels to accumulate new content for PRC
jurisdiction. The relative newness of the EEZ regime and the indeterminacy of several
critical and contentious rules that attempt to balance user state and coastal state rights
have invited what might be called “creative” efforts within the PRC to augment the
content of the coastal state’s EEZ rights – inevitably at the expense of user state rights in
that zone. 99 As is prominently on display in the EEZ law, the favored method for
augmenting the content of Chinese rights in law is through ambiguous language that
often includes some formulation of MRIs (as seen in the case of “historical rights”).
Another instance of augmented content lies in the PRC’s periodic inclusion of an
unspecified “security” jurisdiction in maritime zones where such competence is not
authorized under international law. By tacking “security” onto what is intended to be an
exhaustive account of coastal state jurisdiction specified in UNCLOS, PRC domestic
maritime law is effectively whittling away the freedoms and rights of user states in its
jurisdictional zones. Article 13 of the 1992 PRC Law on the Territorial Sea and
Contiguous Zone assigns to the PRC “the authority to exercise powers within its
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contiguous zone for the purpose of preventing or punishing infringement of its security,
customs, fiscal, sanitary laws and regulations or entry-exit control within its land
territories, internal waters or territorial sea” (italics added). The pointed inclusion of
“security” in this legislation (and in many subsidiary regulations and rules) represents a
deliberate move to legislate additional rights. Not only is this an augmentation of the
normal content of coastal state jurisdiction, it also is a signal that China’s subjective
judgment of its security will influence the degree of control it is legitimately entitled to
exercise in maritime zones. 100 This move is complemented by efforts to expand the scope
in which China’s putative rights obtain, analyzed below.
Enlarged geographic scope of state authority. PRC maritime rules also tend to expand
the geographic scope in which the state exercises the augmented jurisdiction described
above. That is, the law of the sea contemplates only the extension of a territorial sea, a
contiguous zone, an EEZ, and a continental shelf from sovereign land. China claims these
entitlements, as well as other unspecified zones that evidently extend beyond the 200-nm
limit fixed in EEZ rules. This amounts to what one prominent American UNCLOS
scholar calls “[t]he exercise of Chinese jurisdiction in its neighbors’ EEZs.”101 Expressed
most clearly in the U-shaped-line map, the geographic expansion of Chinese MRIs is
accomplished through (1) delimiting PRC baselines and zones broader than UNCLOS
permits, and (2) introducing calculated ambiguity in the laws and regulations such that
the zones under Chinese jurisdiction are not expressly named and can cover geographic
spaces wider than those prescribed under UNCLOS.
This scope-stretching practice begins with China’s policy of straight baselines, which
were codified in the 1992 Territorial Sea law and then delimited in 1996 and 2012 State
Council declarations on PRC baselines.
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unambiguous on the invalidity of such a policy: the Convention prescribes normal
baselines (from the low-water line) except where “the coastline is deeply indented…or if
there is a fringe of islands along the coast in its immediate vicinity.”103 Although these
conditions obtain in certain areas along the mainland coast, Chinese law makes straight
baselines its only mode of drawing baselines. The PRC also draws straight baselines
across bays and around island groups (addressed below).104 These straight baselines are
an unequivocal instance of unlawful expansion of the scope of PRC jurisdiction. In
effect, this domestic legal maneuver leads China to claim maritime zone entitlements that
begin and end farther out to sea. Meanwhile, pushing out baselines effectively cordons
off large areas of water space inside those illegal straight baselines as fully sovereign
internal waters (as opposed to territorial seas extending from normal baselines).
China’s legal posture on “archipelagic baselines” is similarly geared towards enclosing a
larger volume of ocean space than the black letters of the law allow. Indeed, despite the
unambiguous UNCLOS provisions that the entitlements of archipelagic states to straight
baselines around their group of islands applies only to states “constituted wholly by one
or more archipelagos,”105 China refers to all of its disputed island groups as archipelagos
that warrant status as “archipelagic states” and has drawn straight baselines enclosing
them.106 By creating large zones of “archipelagic waters” – equivalent to international
waters in nearly all respects – PRC law assigns itself greater maritime rights in a larger
geographic space than the law of the sea permits. The UNCLOS scholarly community in
China is currently engaged in a collective effort to find some plausible interpretation of
the law of the sea that permits mid-ocean clusters of rocks and reefs to be treated as
archipelagos for the purposes of maritime delimitation.107
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Calculated ambiguity in the language used in several critical rules complements these
efforts to push out China’s UNCLOS zones. Perhaps the most pervasive practice of
broadening the scope of Chinese MRIs is seen in the standard list of zones under Chinese
jurisdiction found in virtually all of its maritime rules. For example the 2002 Marine
Environmental Protection Law announces that “[t]his law shall apply to the internal
waters, territorial seas and contiguous zones, exclusive economic zones and continental
shelves of the PRC and all other sea areas under the jurisdiction of the PRC.” That “all
other sea areas” construction is standardized all the way down to local regulations,108 yet
does not tell us which geographic areas are subject to what unspecified jurisdiction.
This deliberate imprecision extends even to a Supreme Court interpretation of the 1999
Special Maritime Procedure Law, in which declines to specify the zone in question,
offering instead a tautology: “The phrase ‘the sea areas under jurisdiction’ as prescribed
in Item 3) of Article 7 of the Special Maritime Procedure Law refers to the contiguous
zones, exclusive economic zones, continental shelves, and other sea areas that are under
the jurisdiction of the People’s Republic of China.”109 This tortured reasoning reflects
what can only be understood as a judgment that legal clarity is inferior to the political
demand facing the judiciary (and other Chinese actors) to maintain flexibility about the
claimed scope of Chinese maritime entitlements. Even the SOA departmental rules on
“National Maritime Functional Zones” – an exhaustive and highly specialized inventory
of all the different layers of state authority in maritime space – declines to flesh out these
“other sea areas”; in fact, among eight marine functional zones, there are “reserve zones”
that “have not been developed and utilized for the time being due to social and economic
Reconstruction of Legal Order,” November 15, 2014 attended by author. Several UNCLOS experts posed
suggestions to their colleagues about how China could use the archipelagic baseline rules, or develop a new
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factors, and whose basic functions should not be clearly defined.”110 These “social and
economic factors” can be read as the nettlesome maritime and territorial disputes in many
zones which complicate the actual exercise of Chinese jurisdiction; it appears to be the
judgment of PRC authorities that specification at this stage could jeopardize the favorable
settlement of complex usage issues in any future maritime delimitation.111
The 2013 Hainan Fisheries Implementation Measures

112

demonstrate how this

imprecision works in practice. With these measures, the Hainan provincial legislature set
out specific rules for implementing the 2004 PRC Fisheries Law, including the provision
that those rules apply within the alleged 2 million square kilometers of maritime space
under Hainan’s jurisdiction. Yet that commonly cited figure does not in fact delimit the
geographic scope of the zone in which Hainan is claiming authority. Given that the
volume of water space is substantially greater than any calculation of EEZs where China
exercises lawful fisheries jurisdiction,
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presumably relevant agencies are also

authorized to enforce PRC fisheries laws in undefined “all other sea areas”114 that extend
well beyond the scope allotted under UNCLOS. Hainan is, in effect, claiming exclusive
fisheries jurisdiction in an undefined area – though one that is 2 million square
kilometers, which is a rough approximation of the surface area of the U-shaped line.
There is no geographic delimitation of this jurisdictional zone available in any public
document or official statement, so the upshot is China pursuing its MRI in a maritime
area of undefined scope.
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The undefined and “excessive” 115 scope and content of Chinese maritime rules are
logically and practically linked. Viewed together, they provide a vivid illustration of the
characteristic expansion of MRIs. Part of this is accomplished through specific claims to
additional jurisdiction that is not explicitly created by any international law (i.e.,
“creeping jurisdiction”). Another part is accomplished through the sheer imprecision of
the language employed to define the areas to be regulated. The notorious “U-shaped line”
is the poster child for this practice: it does not provide any coordinates for the dashedand-dotted lines, which appear in different places on different projections and are not
connected to one another; it does not specify the jurisdiction claimed within it; and it
asserts state authority beyond that contemplated in the UNCLOS treaty by which China is
formally bound.116 The most that can be said for it is that it is a zone in which MRIs are
deemed legitimate by PRC authorities, and in which Chinese rights are exclusive.
V. Consolidate Effective Control: EEZ Case Study
China’s domestic maritime legal scheme must be understood in the broader strategic
context in which the PRC views protection of its MRIs as a facet of maintaining
territorial integrity and supporting the maritime power project. In this context, specific
legal measures for management of China’s maritime space and regulation of its economic
development are also a means to (1) secure physical control necessary to operate in
strategically valuable space, (2) limit access for other potential users of that space, and
(3) convey to foreign users the increasing strategic and political costs for failing to
acquiesce to China’s expanding posture. It is certainly debatable whether uninhabited
islands and maritime zones over which China claims jurisdiction belong in the category
of “territorial integrity,” but their unaccountably high status within the Chinese political
arena is another upshot of the domestic processes under inquiry.
From this non-economic standpoint, various rules that facilitate the management and
exploitation of maritime zones under PRC jurisdiction also contribute to the domestic
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mobilization of personnel and resources to enhance the PRC’s effective control over
maritime space. Especially in disputed zones, scaling up China’s use of maritime space
bolsters and expands MRIs. According to a September 2010 report on China’s distant
water fishing industry by a task force from the State Council: “If you occupy and possess,
then you have rights and interests.”117 The implementation of China’s maritime rules is
where the practical problems begin for other states’ efforts to protect their own maritime
rights and interests.
Indeed, the same naval and MLE vessels that are legally authorized and operationally
deployed to promote and regulate PRC economic activity play a significant role in
deterring other users of Chinese-claimed maritime space, even as they protect other
sanctioned economic, scientific, and strategic activities. The laws that underpin these
efforts may be understood both as a means to realize those operational goals and as
demonstrative or declarative elements that contribute to a deterrent posture. Because the
domestic organizational means under inquiry are only one facet of this broader strategic
picture, this section focuses on China’s rules related to military activities in EEZs. This is
a particularly salient case because China’s EEZ laws and regulations impinge – or
threaten to impinge – upon U.S. navigational rights and freedoms in Chinese
jurisdictional waters and beyond.118 It is also a clear case in which the domestic maritime
legal scheme remains incomplete, and thus a likely area of future legislative and
regulatory efforts that will suggest some of the authority China intends to exercise in this
crucial strategic zone comprising some 38% of the world’s oceans.
The Chinese argue that both international law and PRC domestic code forbid foreign
warships from operating in its EEZs without prior permission. They have taken various
operational and diplomatic measures to restrict access, but have not yet formulated
sufficiently specific legal prohibitions; nor have they attempted to stringently and
consistently enforce the supposed rule. Insufficient capacity to do so effectively explains
117
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the lack of uniform enforcement, but reasons for the “missing” legislation are less
obvious. One explanation for this omission is that PRC experts and authorities believe
that UNCLOS already grants coastal states license to regulate such military activities on
the basis of the following:
1) The potential threat they pose to the “peace, good order and security of the
coastal state”119
2) The innately non-“peaceful purposes”120 of such activities
3) The status of certain military activities as “marine scientific research” (MSR)
expressly regulated in the Convention121
4) Their potentially harmful effects on the marine environment and mammal life.
Chinese interlocutors also sometimes invoke the UN Charter’s provisions regarding the
threat or use of force as the source of a norm prohibiting any military activities in China’s
EEZ.122 These arguments are commonly rehearsed in public forums by Chinese officials
and experts, but curiously were not the subject of a Chinese statement upon ratifying the
Convention; 123 nor are they developed in any identifiable domestic rules. Prevailing
international legal opinion does not support the PRC’s interpretation, if indeed these are
the articles they hope to invoke in claiming that military activities in EEZs require coastal
state consent. On their face, they are absurd: the “peaceful purposes” clauses apply to the
high seas, which would effectively rule out all military activities in the world’s oceans.
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Harping on MSR regulations is perhaps a more credible tack. Although the military
purposes of USN intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) operations are
generally believed to exclude them from that regulated class of activity, there are at least
statutory bases in UNCLOS to support regulating some types of survey. However, the
perceived threats to China’s MRIs and politicized character of China’s legal processes
(discussed in sections II and III) may throw up all manner of obstacles to effectively
specifying this objection. This is illustrated vividly in the preamble to the 1999 Notice on
Implementation of Administrative Procedures on Foreign-Related MSR, which rather
informally and speculatively (for a regulatory document) states:
[S]ome people have given more account to the scientific aspects and less
to the perspective of safeguarding national sovereignty and maritime
rights and interests in their choice of regions for foreign-related marine
scientific investigation and research projects and their exchange of
content, samples and data, which are reflected in the fact that their
cooperation with the maritime powers such as the United States and Japan
without being fully aware of foreign parties’ attempts to collect China's
marine information or unlawfully provided classified information to
foreign parties without following relevant confidentiality provisions in
reviewing such information….All these problems in varying degrees have
violated these Provisions and harmed China's sovereignty and maritime
rights and interests.
This resistance to formulating clear-cut rules that might be exploited by foreign (and
Chinese) users is the unfortunate consequence of the politicization of maritime issues
within the contemporary PRC. There are few, if any, incentives for PRC law-makers to
make precise rules in areas where China presently lacks the capacity to properly enforce
them. Whatever the underlying reasons for omission, the pattern is unmistakable in other
laws and regulations – for example, the 2002 Surveying and Mapping Law, which resists
making any distinction between surveying and MSR despite the law’s clear purpose as an
instrument to regulate exactly those behaviors. This resistance appears to frustrate the
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legal-minded experts in the competent departments, given the complications that
imprecise rules generate for their various administrative tasks.124
In sum, Chinese objections to ISR operations do not yet have a cognizable legal basis. As
noted, PRC omissions in international legal practice and codified law may reflect a belief
that, with some creative interpretation, UNCLOS is already sufficient to support the
Chinese position. 125 But this omission may also be an instance of the calculated
ambiguity observed in other aspects of Chinese law – in this case, to avoid creating a
precise argument that might be exploited by foreign legal experts, and to preclude the
creation of a legal regime that contradicts the practices of the PLA Navy in foreign
EEZs.126 Consistent with this interpretation, Chinese officials have recently emphasized
not so much the illegality of these behaviors as their excessive frequency.127 It remains to
be seen whether this reflects a reconsideration of China’s legal stance on such
operations.128 Some Chinese experts believe a law is forthcoming, but the opaqueness of
the political process prevents any reasonable prediction on this count.129
Less speculatively, the desired restriction on military activities in EEZs is understandable
as one particularly visible and therefore controversial instance of broader PRC efforts to
add content to its jurisdiction, discussed generically above. Chinese EEZ law does not
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(yet) contain any direct prohibitions on military activities in EEZs, but creates both
prescriptive and enforcement jurisdiction for Chinese MLE in the event that such rules
are promulgated.130
VI. Concluding Summary and Implications for Policy-Makers
The preceding discussion analyzed legal facets of the PRC’s domestic organizational
efforts to advance its maritime rights and interests and achieve the maritime power goal.
By gradually “perfecting” its maritime legal regime, central leaders are using law as an
instrument to rationalize the PRC’s discombobulated maritime bureaucracy, manage the
sprawling maritime economy, and enhance state capacity to effectively control maritime
zones. This task is complicated on the one hand by the notorious ineffectiveness of the
Chinese political-legal system. On the other, it is rendered easier because officials can
override legal rules on the basis of ad hoc political discretion. This circumstance has
produced a maritime legal scheme that is maddeningly imprecise on important points, but
nonetheless, is increasingly specific (and probably more effective) with respect to the
various goals to be advanced – especially maritime rights and interests.
Chinese maritime rights and interests, with their ambiguous and expanding scope and
content, provide raw material that can be converted into the legislation, regulations, and
rules. Domestic legal justifications, couched in objectionable interpretations of UNCLOS
and international law, are increasingly available to PRC leadership as they adjust
maritime policies according to prevailing political circumstances – especially necessary
in the volatile context of its several maritime disputes. “Rights and interests” is not only a
familiar empty trope in the tradition of stilted CCP sloganeering about “resolutely
implementing” and “comprehensively undertaking” this or that “sacred mission”; it is
also an important practical vehicle for elaborating the nature and specific content of the
leadership’s goals for maritime power.
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Attention to the characteristics and implementation of MRIs will support the U.S.
government’s analytical efforts to understand how China’s state maritime apparatus and
its many maritime stakeholders are likely to behave, enabling policy-makers to craft
responses accordingly. Three tactical advantages (discussed below) can be gleaned
immediately. They feed into two potentially strategic insights – one regarding the ways
China develops and deploys its maritime capabilities, and the other concerning how
increasing Chinese capacity enables practices that will influence various customary
norms that constitute the “maritime rule-set.”
The three tactical advantages are as follows: (1) In many cases, the laws, regulations, and
rules are on the books before they are put into practice. Continued and systematic study
in this vein offers definite rewards as signals of PRC intent in the maritime domain that
are not yet in practice due to organizational lags. (2) China has undertaken sweeping
reforms and major legislative efforts, but still has numerous lacunae in its maritime code
on important questions such as the actual scope of its UNCLOS-based maritime zones or
the specific competence. Analysts should expect these and other rules to be rolled out in
coming years, and can develop legal arguments and/or operational countermeasures
accordingly. (3) By virtue of its distinctive political-legal system, UNCLOS and the
domestic laws developed to implement it are simply not “binding” on Chinese conduct in
the way that international legal instruments are designed to be. This does not mean,
however, that UNCLOS does not shape PRC behavior in meaningful ways. If only for
reasons of reputation and reciprocity, Chinese leaders are wary of radically breaching
their duties under the Convention and can be shamed by effective publicity. The CNN
crew on the USN P-8 in May 2015 and the ongoing Philippine UNCLOS Annex VII
arbitral suit against China are examples of public diplomacy that has frustrated the
Chinese and, albeit counterfactually, likely induced some restraint into subsequent plans
and activities.
Strategically, these analytical observations do not necessarily solve the various problems
thrown up by China’s aggressive pursuit of claimed maritime rights and interests. China’s
rampant island-building over the last two years and willingness to gauge their coercive
activities based on the present political climate are strong indications that PRC leaders
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are ignorant of, immune to, or otherwise unconcerned with some of the “costs” associated
with Chinese maritime behaviors that the United States and its allies and partners in the
region attempt to impose. The politicized qualities of law in the PRC mean that even
clear restrictions on these behaviors under UNCLOS are insufficient to constrain China’s
systematic efforts to consolidate its authority in disputed maritime zones. Independent of
Chinese actions to do so, however, two general insights can helpfully inform U.S. policymaking moving forward.
The first is obvious, but worth relating to the fairly narrow scope of this inquiry: China’s
maritime interests are growing in lockstep with its capabilities. With respect to law, these
capabilities are best understood as its effective governance capacity. The rights that PRC
agencies and individuals try to exercise generally correspond to the rights that they can
practically assert and enforce with their growing MLE fleet, and its adjuncts, the
maritime militia,131 patriotic fishermen, and state-owned oil companies. The PLAN is an
over-the-horizon backstop to these efforts, but, unlike the USN, the Chinese fleet is
authorized (and politically incentivized) to conduct law enforcement activities.132
As a great power – and one with a special chip on its shoulder with respect to
international law – there is simply no natural check on the scope or content of Chinese
claims. There are only prudential checks on its willingness to exercise its claimed rights.
This should come as no surprise to the United States, which, as recently as the middle of
the last century, was the vanguard of producing international maritime law to suit its
maritime interests. As FDR said in 1939, America’s territorial sea goes out “as far as our
interests need it to go out.” 133 Like the nationalistic Chinese leaders of today, FDR
conceived of his nation’s interests as expanding with its capabilities to use ever-greater
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swathes of maritime space, bolstered by an increasingly capable navy. Mid-century
American “maritime power” to use space and resources was its own justification for what
amounted to the geographic expansion of the state, and a comparable phenomenon is
under way in contemporary China. One important difference, however, is the vastly
different environment in which these national interests came into play: the unenclosed
littoral areas on America’s Atlantic and Pacific coasts meant that this expansion did not
infringe upon other states’ sovereignty or jurisdictional claims. No rule-set existed, and
thus the US pushed on an open door; China’s reality in the 21st century is far more
contested.
Reckoning with this blunt political reality surfaces a second, more specific, strategic
insight that can inform policy-making: these growing Chinese capabilities enable a more
legally significant “state practice” that is even now influencing the legal norms in the
ocean spaces along the East Asian littoral. 134 Influencing Chinese practice and
systematically contesting any adverse norms it generates should be a high strategic
priority for the US. In general, creeping coastal state jurisdiction complicates US freedom
of action in the maritime domain. This issue is well-known in the US defense community,
but the attention and resources devoted thus far are insufficient to deal with a capable,
focused actor, in China, with clearly expanding ambitions for its coastal state authority.
China’s powerful, purposive efforts to “territorialize” or “securitize” or otherwise
develop legal bases for more effective control over vital maritime space will, over time,
undermine US deterrence, challenge its forward deployment, and put pressure on its ties
to allies and partners.
To reinforce its preferred norms or “rule-set,” Beijing is steadily imposing greater risks of
confrontation on and above disputed maritime space; its leaders are willing to use
economic coercion (and attraction, in the form of investment and trade) to induce
acquiescence from weaker states. These efforts complement China’s observed efforts to
develop and implement the domestic legal authorities to make effective Chinese control
in these disputed areas the norm. With sufficient practice, China’s moves to deploy and
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protect offshore rigs, conduct fisheries law enforcement, interfere with lawful military
activities, and regulate various non-economic activities in disputed zones can have
international

legal

consequences.

The

navigational

assertions

of

the

USN

notwithstanding, this Chinese conduct may effectively change the normal operations of
other users of Beijing’s ambiguously defined “other sea areas.”
This process of changing customary norms appears to be underway. All along the “long
littoral” of the Indo-Pacific, there is even a degree of sympathy for certain Chinese views
about “excessive” security jurisdiction for coastal states, and a distinct possibility that
norms in EEZs will continue to evolve towards greater coastal state authority.135 The EEZ
regime is relatively new and its language is indeterminate on key points. The rule-set is
not fully developed, so there are not stable, uniform norms in EEZs across the globe.
Ultimately, the proof is in the practice: the content and scope of underlying rules will be
determined over time through state practice. Focused US diplomacy and operational
assertions should therefore discourage other states from siding with Chinese-promoted
norms that formally limit their exposure to U.S. power projection.
Encouraging the PRC to conform to accepted international rules and norms without
branding it an outlaw may ease the way, diplomatically, for the PRC to mute its more
extravagant claims. If Beijing does not consider itself to be excluded from the rules, it
can use enhanced capabilities to incrementally acquire more modest rights through less
disruptive, more legally accountable procedures. However, because the PRC is a relative
newcomer to the international legal system and is incapable, domestically, of practicing
what it preaches in terms of laws and regulations, this is also an exploitable weakness.
China’s political-legal system limits its capacity to uniformly and consistently exercise its
so-called maritime rights, while its stridency in asserting excessive claims is a growing
diplomatic liability. Future analytical efforts should focus on the challenges of practical
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implementation of Chinese domestic maritime laws and regulations. Systematic study
will offer a clear indication of how “far out” China’s maritime rights and interests will
extend.
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